CYBER ARMS RACE
MONEY IS DATA
IMPORTANT! PLEASE READ!
Unfortunately the files on this computer (i.e. documents, photos, videos) have been encrypted using an extremely secure and unbreakable algorithm. This means that the files are now useless unless they are decrypted using a key.

The good news is that your files are not lost forever! This tool is able to rescue the files on your computer for you!

BY PURCHASING A LICENSE FROM US, WE ARE ABLE TO RESCUE YOUR FILES 100% GUARANTEED FOR A VERY LOW EARLY BIRD PRICE OF ONLY $300 USD! In 5 days however, the price of this service will increase to $600 USD, and after 10 days to $1000 USD.

Payment is accepted in Bitcoin only. You can purchase Bitcoin very easily in your area by bank transfer, Western Union, or even cash.

Visit www.localbitcoins.com to find a seller in your area. You can also google Bitcoin Exchanges to find other methods for buying Bitcoin.

Please check the current price of Bitcoin and ensure you are sending the correct amount before making your payment! Visit www.bitcoinaverage.com for the current Bitcoin price.

After making your payment, please wait up to 24 hours for us to make your key available. Usually done in much less time however.

IMPORTANT: Once the key is available and you click “Decrypt Files”, please wait and let the decryption process complete before closing this tool. This process can take from 15 minutes to 2+ hours depending on how many files need to be decrypted. You will get a notification that the decryption process is complete, at which time you can click “Exit”. Removing this tool from your computer without first decrypting your files will cause your files to be lost forever.

SEND BITCOIN PAYMENT TO THIS ADDRESS:

*Please note that early bird qualification is determined from the date that this tool was first run as recorded on our servers.*
To celebrate today's launch, I'm giving away 5000 ETH!

To identify your address, just send 0.5-2.0 ETH to the address below and get 5-20 ETH back to the address you used for transaction.

ETH Address: bit.ly/2EY63
Mikko Hypponen
@rawari43

Replying to @BSidesLondon

Did you hear about Bitfinex Giveaway? To celebrate partnership between Bitfinex and EOSfinex, they give away a total amount of 1,000 BTC, 15,000 ETH and 10,000 LTC. Hurry up before it's over!

Thank you for your support!

We're giving away 1,000 BTC in return!

Bitfinex: 1000 BTC and 15,000 ETH to Give away!

To celebrate partnership between Bitfinex and EOSfinex, we have committed a total of 1000 BTC, 15,000 ETH and 10,000 LTC to give away to our fans worldwide.
IoT and ICS
HYPPONEN’s LAW

Whenever an appliance is described as "smart", it’s vulnerable.
Malware targeting connected devices
THE LARGEST DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACK IN HISTORY
GOVERNMENTAL ATTACKS
If you see this text, then your files are no longer accessible, because they have been encrypted. Perhaps you are busy looking for a way to recover your files, but don’t waste your time. Nobody can recover your files without our encryption service.

To guarantee that you can recover all your files safely and completely, all you need to do is submit the payment and purchase the decryption key.

Please follow the instructions:

1. Send $300 worth of Bitcoin to the following address:

1Mz7I53HMuXTqZ4ViH706m3d2z5TmB8K

2. Send your Bitcoin wallet ID and personal installation key to e-mail wowsmith123456@posteo.net. Your personal installation key:

SVQ7Ff-MmKB6S-Br1KXY-QHeq5-LC4u4W-G1T8bf-t9q87WH-eXs1UN-lTFeY8-75Ko1G

If you already purchased your key, please enter it here:

[Blank]

[Address and phone number]
CYBER ARMS RACE

Mikko Hypponen
F-Secure
@mikko